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A Handsome Compliment. • ntPROVED AlIUER BITS, I 011 Seeds 0" Egypt. 
Our excellent contemporary, the A merican Archi- One of the neatest arrangements for auger bits is Sevel-al plants are grown in Egypt for the sake of 

teet and Building News, makes the following courte- that of Messrs. C. E. Jennings & Co., 69 Re�:,�e and 871' their oleaginous properties, the principal bf'ing as,' 
ous allusion to this publication. Among the wholly Chambers St., New York, illustratto in our engrav- follows: Sesame, or Semsem (Sesamum indict. 'I! ), is 
new j ournals, says the editor, is the ARCHITECTS' AND ing. Like all the goods of this house, the tools them- cultivated in Central Egypt on a large scale, be:�g 
BUIILDERS' SUPPLEMENT of the SCIENTIFIC AMERI- selves are of thefirst quality, The auger bits are p u t  sown in June and harvested in autumn. The steIllR 
CAN. This new departure we can under- are pulled up bodily, and conveyed in an 
stand. and can perceive that its success upright position to suitable·spots ; as SOOIl 
is assured, not only because of the mass as t.he capsules are dry they open in the 
and character of the information that sun, and shaking them suffices to dis-
comes under the eyes of its editors, but lodge the seed. The oil obtained by press 
because its publishers already have their ing the seeds is thin and yellow, and 
fingers on a large class of men who have serves largel:!, in cooking, though liable 
not time to read much, but who know to rancidity; when purified, it is a good 
enough to read the best; and surely, for illuminant. The castor oil plant, or 
the mechanics of this country there is no Kha1'oua ahmar (Ricinus communis), at-
better paper than the SCIENTIFIC AMERI- tains the proportions of a small tree, and 
CAN and its several SUPPLEMENTS, Of produces much oil, especially in Fayoum. 
the new one it is enough to say that it is An oil-yielding lettuce (Khass) is grown 
recognizable as a chip of the old block, about Edfou, and in the southern part of 
and that its distinguishing feature is a the province of Tl1ebes; when ripe, the 
colored plate, which in its execution is plant is cut, dried, and t.hrashed, the seed 
much superior to what is usually found affording a pale yellow, very sweet oil, 
in such pUblications. used in cooking. An oil yielding radish 

• • • (Symagah) is grown for its seed, the oil 
Salisbury Steak. finding application in the arts. The 

The Salisbury steak is made by taking ground nut, or li'ul sennm'i (Amchis 
the best slices of the" round" on the beef, hypogrea), requires a light soil into which 
and chopping it with dull knives. The it can thrust its seeds for maturation; the 
object is not to cut, but rather pound the oil obtained from them may replace that 
meat. By thus treating it, the pulp comes of t,he almond, while the roasted nuts 
to the top, and the tough, fibrous portion themselves are good eating, and serve in-
remains below. This pulp is scraped THE JENNINGS AUGER BITS. stead of hazel nuts in past.ries. Garden 
off and made into cakes, like sausage cress, or Richad (Le pidum sativum), in 
cakes, or into the shape like a good sized steak, and up in wooden boxes, with a special spring rack for Upper Egypt, affords a seed oil, while the young plant.s 
gently broiled on a gridiron. It has been found that. each size, so arranged that each bit may be quickly are used in salad. Mustard, or Khm'dal, is similarly 
meat gently cooked is more digestihle than raw. The slipped into its place and will be firmly held there; utilized, and colza, or Selgam (Bmssica cam pestris), is 
fire must be good, so that the meat may be rapidly and may be readily removed when required for use. grown solely, for its seed oil. The seeds of the saf-
broiled, that is,  be cooked on the outside and almost • , " • • flower, flax, and cotton are all pressed for their oil in 
raw inside, Treatment 0" Freckles with Carbolic Acid. Lower Egypt; while the opium poppy (Papave1' sum-

A little salt and pepper and a small amount of butter Dr. Hal kin's procedure is as follows: The skin being nife1'1l1n) and the heliotrope turnsole (Heliot1'opium 
added make a not at all unpalatable dish, and one washed and dried is put on the stretch with two fin- europCEum) are similarly utilized in Upper Egypt. 
which contains all the strength of the beef, with t.he gers of the left hand, and a drop of pure carbolic acid 
tough, indigestible portion entirely separated. This is applied exactly over the patch. When it dries, the 
diet is used exclusively in chronic cases by physicians operation is completed. The skin becomes white and 
professing to treat according to the Salisbury method. the slight sensation of burning disappears in a few 
They use but few drugs, and what they use are mainly minutes. The thin crust which forms after the cautet·
tonic!;l. The diet is used Hot only in diseased di gestion, ization should not be disturbed; it. detaches itself spon
but diseases of li\'er, kidney, stomach, bowels, nerves, taneously in eight or ten days, leaving a rosy colora
etc., and remarkable results are said to have been ob- tion, which is soon replaced by the normal color of the 
tained.-New Y01'k Medical Times. skin.-Jou1·. C. and V. D. 
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A VILLAGE SCHOOL HOUSE, 
We illustrate a design for a village school by Mr. H 

P. B. Downing, architect, These schools are intended 
to accommodate 150 children. and have separate en
trances and cloak rooms for girls and boys. The 
building would be executed in red brick, with stone 
dressing-s, and covered with tiles or grf'en slates, The 
estimated cost is $>,OOO.-Build. and Eng. Times. 
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DESIGN FOR VILLAGE SCHOOLS. (Scale, 16 feet to the inoh,> 
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